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Claiming the Cowboy's Heart
Dr. Eric Bradley left small-town Clover Creek, Tennessee to follow his dreams. But when his father is hospitalized after a
stroke, Eric must fill in as the town doctor. He’s used to working in a medical research lab, not listening to patients go on
about their grandkids and dodging questions about where he’s been for the last ten years. Small-town life has never been
his style. Without Holly Ransom, the receptionist, to keep things running smoothly, he wouldn’t survive. And seeing her
every day is an unexpected upside. If only her sweet n’ sassy charm were enough to solve all his problems. Eric has only
thirty days to return to Atlanta or he’ll lose the opportunity of a lifetime. But how can he leave the woman he’s falling in
love with and his family legacy behind?

Claiming His Own
“In troubles times, hope often seems elusive, a vague promise of the future. But Anne Howard transforms hope into a
tangible practice of faith by sharing the stories of young adults who take Jesus’ beatitudes both literally and seriously. Read
Claiming the Beatitudes and glimpse a transformational wisdom for church that grounds life in God’s beauty, truth, and
goodness.” - Diana Butler Bass, author, Christianity for the Rest of Us and A People’s History of Christianity “Anne Howard
interprets each beatitude through the story of a present-day student as well as Jesus’ beatitudes. She brings the beatitudes
into our experience now, beautifully, readably, so we can answer the question, ‘Where do you see God’s presence in our
world?’ And so we can say, ‘yes, thanks’ to God’s invitation to participate.” - Glen Harold Stassen, Lewis B. Smedes
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Professor of Christian Ethics, Fuller Theological Seminary “By focusing on how Jesus’ beatitudes are actually being lived in
the lives of twenty-and thirty-somethings today, Anne Howard accomplishes what few before her have done; she takes the
beatitudes out of the realm of pietistic platitudes or arcane academics and puts flesh and blood on them. In so doing, she
instills a craving in each of us to wrap our own lives around these simple yet revolutionary words.” - Eric Elnes, author of
The Phoenix Affirmations and Asphalt Jesus “Can the beatitudes come alive for us today? The moving stories and
compelling reflections of Claiming the Beatitudes say ‘Yes!’ The questions at the end of each chapter offer true-to-life
challenges. The entire book is an invitation to conversation and conversion. Try it!” - Bishop Frederick Borsch, Professor of
New Testament, Chair of Anglican Studies, Lutheran Theological Seminary at Philadelphia

Claiming the Chaperon's Heart
Her Temporary Cowboy Attorney Jackson Harris regularly goes toe–to–toe with the world's toughest lawyers – but none of
them compare to Lucy Maxwell. The feisty director of Oklahoma's Big Heart Ranch for orphans is as stubborn as she is
pretty. But Jack must stay focused; he's only there to evaluate the ranch's funding. Falling for Lucy and the sweet children
she protects is out of the question. Though Lucy is determined to keep the ranch, she's not about to give control to a city
slicker – even a devastatingly good–looking one. But as they bump heads, Jack and Lucy gradually nudge open their hearts.
Could a temporary cowboy become a permanent part of Lucy's life?

Serial set (no.0-3099)
It was supposed to be a last meeting to sign divorce papers. Then passion overtook them and Maggie King walked away
with more than just a legal decree—she was pregnant with the child Justice King had always refused to give her. A fact she
would never dare reveal to him. But when circumstances forced her back to the King ranch, she could hide her secret no
longer. Justice had a son, one he desperately wanted to deny was his own. Because admitting the boy to be his blood kin
would mean he'd made the biggest mistake of his life.

Claiming Amber
Evan Quinn left Jade Island for the mainland to uncover as much of the secret history of Alphas and Omegas as he could.
Evan uses his wealth to have a rare Omega delivered to him. He quickly learns that money can't buy everything he needs.
Now that the Omega is gone, he has second thoughts. An underground government intent on destroying mankind crosses
their paths. Can Evan protect Emmy from One World? Or will she be snatched away before he can claim her as his own?
Claiming an Alpha's Heart is the second book in the Hidden Gems Dark Omegaverse series by author A.R. Ford. These are
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not your typical Alphas or Omegas. If you're looking for a twisted, dark, steamy, intensity and an HEA, this one is for you.
Warning: This story contains mature content and potentially triggering material intended for adults 18+only.If you are
unfamiliar with omegaverse, please research the trope before proceeding further. Alpha, Omega, and Beta behavior differs
from "normal human" behavior. If you are offended and/or triggered by such material, please do not read or purchase this
book.

The Pacific Reporter
When Amber Green gets arrested, it's Emmett Harrington who comes to her rescue. He's a far cry from a prince in shining
armor. He's more like the prince of the criminal underworld. His armor - A 9mm pistol. Amber is coasting through life,
anything that could go wrong does. Emmett has pissed off a lot of people and is trying to make a clean living. He's cold and
unsociable and when he is forced to take Amber into his world the closer she gets to him, the more danger she finds herself
in. Emmett Harrington is the most dangerous of all the things Amber comes up against, she just doesn't know it yet. By the
time she finds out, it may be too late for her If you like Mafia Style Romances then Claiming Amber will feed your addiction
for a romance with lots of drama. THIS BOOK CAN BE READ AS A STANDALONE OR AS PART OF A SERIES. A Broken Heart
Series Book One: Saving GraceBook Two: Claiming AmberBook Three: Taking Laura

Claiming Her Cowboy
Claiming an Education offers a balanced presentation of the central issues facing education planners as they struggle to
define the place of feminism in Canadian schools.

Claiming the Beatitudes
Caramel-colored Gabrielle Johnston is a stunningly beautiful girl. However, during her childhood and teen years she was a
lot heavier and constantly bullied because of her weight. So as a twenty-something, if someone tells her she's pretty, she
doesn't really believe it. But sexy, green-eyed Dr. Vincent Florencio has thought Gabrielle was perfectly beautiful, ever since
he first met her years ago. When she moves back to Texas from New York, and by chance they run into each other, the
sexual tension between the pair is high. It doesn't take long for them to figure out that they're not going to be able to fight
their mutual attraction. The sex between them is super-hot, but will he be able to convince her to hand over her heart?

Claiming an Education
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On Friday, August 13, 2010, just as St. Martin's Press was readying its initial shipment of this book, the Department of
Defense contacted us to express its concern that our publication of Operation Dark Heart could cause damage to U.S.
national security. After consulting with our author, we agreed to incorporate some of the government's changes into a
revised edition of his book while redacting other text he was told was classified. The newly revised book keeps our national
interests secure, but this highly qualified warrior's story is still intact. Shaffer's assessment of successes and failures in
Afghanistan remains dramatic, shocking, and crucial reading for anyone concerned about the outcome of the war. "While I
do not agree with the edits in many ways, the DoD redactions enhance the reader's understanding by drawing attention to
the flawed results created by a disorganized and heavy handed military intelligence bureaucracy." —Lt. Col. Anthony
Shaffer Lieutenant Colonel Anthony Shaffer had run intelligence operations for years before he arrived in Afghanistan. He
was part of the "dark side of the force"---the shadowy elements of the U.S. government that function outside the bounds of
the normal system. His group called themselves the Jedi Knights and pledged to use the dark arts of espionage to protect
the country from its enemies. Shaffer's mission to Afghanistan, however, was unlike any he had ever experienced before.
There, he led a black-ops team on the forefront of the military efforts to block the Taliban's resurgence. They not only
planned complex intelligence operations to beat back the insurgents, but also played a key role in executing those
operations---outside the wire. They succeeded in striking at the core of the Taliban and their safe havens across the border
in Pakistan. For a moment Shaffer saw us winning the war. Then the military brass got involved. The policies that top
officials relied on were hopelessly flawed. Shaffer and his team were forced to sit and watch as the insurgency grew---just
across the border in Pakistan. This wasn't the first time he had seen bureaucracy stand in the way of national security. He
had participated in Able Danger, the aborted intelligence operation that identified many of the future 9/11 terrorists but
failed to pursue them. His attempt to reveal the truth to the 9/11 Commission would not go over well with his higher-ups.
Operation Dark Heart tells the story of what really went on--and what went wrong--in Afghanistan. Shaffer witnessed
firsthand the tipping point, when what seemed like certain victory turned into failure. Now, in this book, he maps out a way
that could put us on the path to winning the war.

The Heart of a Mystery
A year ago, four men slipped through the cracks in the criminal justice system. They should be rotting behind bars. Instead
they’re spending Spring Break at a Costa Rican resort. Well, you know what they say—Eat, drink, and merry boys, for
tomorrow…you die. With Samantha gone, I literally have nothing left to lose. All that’s left to do is pull the trigger… And
then I see her walking across the crowded airport—Sam, my Sam—and know she’s here for the same reason I am. For
justice. For revenge. To take back everything that’s been stolen from us. We’re both ready to walk through hell all over
again. But this time, we’re coming out together. Savage Hearts should be read after Rebel Hearts. Savage Hearts was
previously published as Fight for You. It has been retitled and recovered for this new edition.
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The Cowboy's Convenient Proposal and Claiming the Cowboy's Heart
"Love Inspired inspirational romance"--Spine.

Being God's Man by Claiming Your Freedom
The cutest threesome in Haven is still in diapers Opening Haven’s first boutique hotel is Liam Gilmore’s longtime dream
come true, especially when he hires alluring Macy Clayton as manager. Good thing the single mother’s already spoken
for—by her adorable eight-month-old triplets! Because Liam isn’t looking for forever after. Then why is the playboy rancher
fantasizing about a future with Macy and her trio of tiny charmers? “Brenda Harlen writes couples with such great chemistry
and characters to root for.” —#1 New York Times bestselling author Linda Lael Miller

Claiming the Heart
In rich ethnographic detail, Robin Nagle chronicles the life of a poor Brazilian community in its relationship to the Catholic
church and to the larger politics of Brazil. Centered in Recife, on the northeast coast, Nagle's work investigates how
liberation theology attracted followers, and demonstrates why the movement never took hold as predicted.

Claiming His Bride
You’ve already been set free by Christ. When are you going to start experiencing that freedom? What does it look like when
a man lives out a truly authentic, loving walk with Jesus Christ? It looks like freedom. The Apostle Paul, a man made new by
the gospel of Jesus Christ, presents one of the clearest images of the godly man in action. He’s committed to a life of faith,
focused on the Spirit instead of the flesh, set free to love others. No longer focused on himself, he demonstrates his faith by
serving others. You can be that kind of man by claiming your freedom in Christ. Being God’s man means being set free to
exemplify Christ’s love. Being God’s Man by Claiming Your Freedom will stimulate personal reflection and honest dialogue
with God and other men. The goal is that you will strive to be God’s man in every way–feeling his heart for others, and
doing his will obediently and joyfully. Special Features: ·Practical studies–for individual use or group settings–facilitate
personal encounters with God and other men ·Questions encourage genuine reflection and help build godly convictions
·“Real Life” case studies show how the truths you discover have worked out in other men’s lives ·“Standing Strong” section
gives you the opportunity to identify action steps for lasting change.

Claiming the Pen
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In 1711, the imperious Virginia patriarch William Byrd II spitefully refused his wife Lucy's plea for a book; a century later,
Lady Jean Skipwith placed an order that sent the Virginia bookseller Joseph Swan scurrying to please. These vignettes
bracket a century of change in white southern women's lives. Claiming the Pen offers the first intellectual history of early
southern women. It situates their reading and writing within the literary culture of the wider Anglo-Atlantic world, thus far
understood to be a masculine province, even as they inhabited the limited, provincial social circles of the plantation South.
Catherine Kerrison uncovers a new realm of female education in which conduct-of-life advice—both the dry pedantry of
sermons and the risqué plots of novels—formed the core reading program. Women, she finds, learned to think and write by
reading prescriptive literature, not Greek and Latin classics, in impromptu home classrooms, rather than colleges and
universities, and from kin and friends, rather than schoolmates and professors. Kerrison also reveals that southern women,
in their willingness to "take up the pen" and so claim new rights, seized upon their racial superiority to offset their gender
inferiority. In depriving slaves of education, southern women claimed literacy as a privilege of their whiteness, and
perpetuated and strengthened the repressive institutions of slavery.

California Appellate Decisions
A reason to stay? Hoping for a new start in Australia, Dr. Beth Seymour gets a shock when she meets her fearsome—and ohso-handsome—boss, E.R. consultant Matthew Harrison. Once playful and charming, heartbroken Matt is now distrustful and
demanding! But when feisty Beth stands up to him, a long-buried tenderness emerges from Matt. Is Beth the key to his
locked-away heart?

Unlocking the Doctor's Heart
Claiming the Cattleman's Heart
A haven out west The Cowboy's Convenient Proposal by Linda Ford Grace "Red" Henderson wants to put her tarnished past
behind her. But trust is the one thing she'll never give to any man again--not even the cowboy who rescued her. Ward
Walker longs to protect Red and her little sister. But turning his practical proposal into a real marriage means a leap of faith
for them both Claiming the Cowboy's Heart by Linda Ford After witnessing her fiancé's murder, Jayne Gardiner won't be
caught on the wrong side of a gun again. But a disastrous first lesson in self-defense has left her with a wounded cowboy.
Duty may call him home, but Seth Collins can't resist staying in Eden Valley to teach the English beauty to shoot. And when
a shadowy figure from Jayne's past resurfaces, Seth's urge to protect her has nothing to do with duty.
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Claiming the Cowboy's Heart
There were seven clans containing seven tribes on the dying planet of Annwn. Each tribe was protected by a dragon,
solitary creatures condemned to an eternity alone for the sins of their king. An ancient prophecy proclaimed there would be
born to each tribe a maiden, destined to awaken the long dormant desires of her tribe’s dragon. And now the prophecy was
coming to pass. But what did Uryen want with a maiden? He preferred his lonely existence, needed no comfort from weak,
human arms. He was not an easy dragon. His fierceness would surely break one so fragile. He certainly had no need for the
maiden Sippora. She was too delicate, too soft. How could one with such a tender and carefree heart hope to withstand a
dragon’s heat?

Heart Attack!!!
As the Texas and Pacific Railroad expands across the wideopen frontier, a spirited young woman finds a triumphant love
amidst the tracks and tumult. History in the making . . . July 1876: Building a railroad that reaches Fort Worth city limits by
a midnight deadline is an all-consuming obsession for track supervisor Gabriel Corrigan—while his socialite wife, Marthalee,
daughter of a powerful Louisiana politician, heads home to arrange a marriage annulment. But when Gabe crosses paths
with Josie Laclede, a vivacious businesswoman from St. Louis, he sees a sassy lady bold enough to stake her claim in the
wild Texas plains—yet soft and sweet enough to win his heart. Love for the keeping . . . Though her past is a mystery—Josie
was a foundling, raised by a kind widower who now runs a shop and hotel with her—Gabe dreams of a bright future with
Josie by his side. Tantalized by his gentle kisses, and swept up in the thrilling track-laying race that has all of Fort Worth
pitching in, Josie is tempted to fall hard for Gabe. But Marthalee returns, vying for the T&P fortune he stands to make. And
when her father offers Gabe a senate seat and a chance to get back into his wellconnected family, a heartbroken Josie
vanishes with the prairie breeze. Will their dream of a once-in-a-lifetime love go up in smoke?

Claiming His Wife
A return to the world of the Feral Breed Motorcycle Club

Claiming an Alpha's Heart
I’m a born fighter, a savage when it comes to protecting the people I love. And there’s no one I love more than her.
Samantha is my first, my only, my ride or die, and I’ll do whatever it takes to keep her with me, where she belongs. I will
bridge any distance. Tear anyone who hurts her apart with my bare hands. But you can’t fight an enemy without a face, and
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for the first time since we were kids Sam is keeping secrets from me. Dangerous secrets. That might tear us apart… *Rebel
Hearts was previously published as Run With Me. It has been retitled and recovered for this new edition.

Claiming the Rancher's Heart
A Irish Love Story Annie Foster stays in Ireland after boarding school to nanny a widower's infant daughter. Five years later,
the widower proposes.Her first love Chad Jones, whom she believes abandoned her, arrives weeks before the wedding on
an undercover assignment probing her fiancé's connection with IRA terrorists. Chad's determined to change Annie's mind
and her heart because he's never stopped loving her. Which man will claim Annie's heart?

Claiming the Virgin
Lady Mairi Macdonald, daughter of the Lord of the Isles, and blessed in ways other women of her time never even dream of,
is the kingdom's most sought-after bride. But no man has touched her heart, least of all the prince everyone expects her to
wed. Then Lachlan "The Wily" Maclean, a Highland warrior with a network of spies that keeps him the most well-informed
man in the kingdom, joins the Court of the Isles. He passionately wants Mairi, and although she scorns his impudent ways,
she gasps at his touchAccustomed to fighting for what he wants, Lachlan forms a daring plan to win her, only to ignite the
jealousy of a powerful, implacable enemy who expects to win not only Mairi but the entire Kingdom of the Isles.

Highland Princess
A critical examination of political Zionism, a topic often considered taboo in the West, is long overdue. Moreover, the
discussion of Christian Zionism is usually confined to Evangelical and fundamentalist settings. The present volume will
break the silence currently reigning in many religious, political, and academic circles and, in so doing, will provoke and
inspire a new, challenging conversation on theological and ethical issues arising from various aspects of Zionism--a
conversation that is vital to the quest for a just peace in Israel and Palestine. The eight authors offer a rich diversity of
religious faith, academic research, and practical experience, as they represent all three Abrahamic faiths and five different
Christian traditions. Among the many themes that run through Zionism and the Quest for Justice in the Holy Land is the
contrast between exclusivist narratives, both biblical and political, and the more inclusive narratives of the prophetic
Scriptures, which provide the theological foundation and the moral imperative for human liberation. Readers will be drawn
into a compelling, readable, and stimulating series of essays that tackle many of the complex issues that still confound
clergy, politicians, diplomats, and academic experts.
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Operation Dark Heart
Baby wrangling for beginners The Texas Valentine Twins by Cathy Gillen Thacker Rafe Callahan is shocked when Julie
Jenkins tells him she’s pregnant—with triplets! Rafe doesn’t expect the news to end the bad blood between the Callahans
and Jenkinses. But that doesn’t stop him from proposing. Julie always had a soft spot for the sexy cowboy, even if he is a
Callahan. Feud or no feud, she’s dreaming of a future at Rancho Diablo with Rafe by her side. The Triplets’ Rodeo Man by
Tina Leonard Handsome rodeo rider Jack Morgan has always been in deacon Cricket Jasper’s prayers. But she never
dreamed she’d be having his babies. Jack came home to make things right with his estranged father, not become a father
himself—to triplets! Will three babies and the love of a good woman be enough to make a family man out of this lonesome
cowboy? New York Times Bestselling Author Tina Leonard Previously published as The Texas Valentine Twins and The
Triplets’ Rodeo Man

Zionism and the Quest for Justice in the Holy Land
Precious seconds slipping away, Mack Chaney crashed Sydney's Wedding of the Year to expose a betrayaL.and save the
bride from marrying a snake in gentleman's clothing. Suzie Ashton had been his woman once, before their romance ended.
Now, like some dark knight in black leather, Mack couldn't help but claim the vulnerable beauty in virginal white as his wife.
For Mack, their whirlwind union meant more than sparing Suzie humiliation. It was as binding as the kisses and caresses
they shared as Mr. and Mrs. But secrets still loomed between them, secrets Mack vowed to unveil once his bride fled the
morning after….

Rebel Hearts
A Haven Out West After witnessing her fiancé's murder, Jayne Gardiner won't let herself be caught on the wrong side of a
gun again. But a disastrous first lesson in self-defense has left her with a wounded cowboy. She insists on nursing the
handsome stranger back to health—whether he wants it or not! Getting waylaid by a wild shot has definitely put a hitch in
Seth Collins's step—and plans. Duty may call him home, but Seth can't resist lingering on Eden Valley Ranch to teach the
English beauty to shoot. And when a shadowy figure from Jayne's past resurfaces, Seth's sudden urge to protect her has
nothing to do with duty. Cowboys of Eden Valley: Forging a future in Canada's west country

Claiming Her Heart
The sleepy town of Wildwoods was abuzz with romance ever since a doctoral student decided to come there and find
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everyone's perfect match. When sophisticated city girl Stacie Summers was paired with rugged cowboy Josh Collins, they
both thought it was a terrible mistake. After all, they didn't have a thing in common…other than the spark that instantly
flared between them. But even though Josh thought his survey result was way off base, he couldn't push the gregarious
Stacie from his mind. And Stacie's low opinion of ranchers inched up with her heart rate whenever Josh was around. Could
this unlikely friendship turn into something even unlikelier—love?

Savage Hearts
Claiming the Texan's Heart
Claiming the Doctor's Heart
Writing can be a lonely business in which hours of solitude are spent dedicated to weaving a story. Yet through divine
guidance, writers can discover creativity, innovation, and the necessary integrity to endure this singular journey. In The
Heart of a Ready Scribe, award-winning writer and life coach Melanie Stiles shares a one-year reflection journal that offers
weekly encouragement, instruction, and practical advice to both beginning and novice scribes. Stiles not only relies on her
diverse experience as a writer with hundreds of publications to her credit, but also her Christian principles to provide ready
scribes with devotional meditations and reflection questions, ultimately creating an atmosphere that encourages writers to
unite the scribe within who longs to tell a story with the heart that longs to satisfy God. As Stiles traces a path through fiftytwo reflections, she shares applicable scriptures and motivational lessons that promote honest writing through Gods gift of
gentle persuasion. The Heart of a Ready Scribe allows writers the freedom to journal ideas, plans, and inspirationall while
learning to write from the most genuine place everthe heart.

The Heart of a Ready Scribe
*Warning: Dominant alpha hero Blake Roberts will own your nights and forever ruin you for lesser men* Blake has what he
thought he wanted—Erin’s submission, her trust, and the woman he loves back in his bed. But with her submission comes
protection of her secrets. Erin is in trouble and an innocent life hangs in the balance. Blake knows he can help her break
free of the past, but he doesn’t know if a man like himself belongs in her future. How can he swear to protect her from
danger when he has a dark side of his own?
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The Heart as a Drum
An accessible introduction to a wide range of contemporary poetry by Native Americans

Claiming the Doctor's Heart
All rugged cattle-station owner Daniel Renton wants is to build a relationship with his motherless daughter. The demons of
his past drive him, but when newcomer Lily Halliday comes breezing into town, she's like a breath of fresh air. As he and
Lily get to know each other it's clear a bond is forming, but Daniel guards his heart closely. Lily needs to convince Daniel to
trust her--because a life with him will be worth the wait .

Claiming Annie's Heart
Claiming the Doctor's Heart
Claiming King's Baby
Overwhelmed by her sexy, brand-new Spanish husband, Cassie had let anxiety and inexperience ruin first her wedding
night, then her marriage to Roman Fernandez. Now, after a year apart, Cassie has gained self-confidence. But her brother's
in serious trouble with Roman, and Cassie returns to Spain to confront him. She soon realizes with a shiver
ofexcitement?that her husband has every intention of claiming his wife and testing her newfound confidence—in the
bedroom.

Claiming Her Heart
A lord…a widow…a chance worth taking! Lord Frant is haunted by his experiences in India, which left him scarred and with
an enemy at his back! Love is the last thing on his mind. Until, that is, he meets his ward's beautiful new chaperon, Lady
Jane March. After the death of her husband, Jane resolved not to marry again. But when Paul's dangerous life catches up
with him, she throws caution to the wind. Together, they must chase away the past and find a new future!
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Dragon Claiming
It is only an affair…or so they believe in this Billionaires and Babies tale from USA TODAY bestselling author Olivia Gates
From their first explosive night, Caliope Sarantos and Maksim Volkov agreed to no commitment, only pure pleasure. Then
her pregnancy changed everything. Though the Russian tycoon made the baby his heir, he disappeared from Caliope's life.
Now, he's back, offering everything he didn't in the past. But the shining promise of a happy ending is eclipsed by the
shadow of his tragic past…and his dark future. Will Caliope's heart break again? Or will Maksim risk everything to claim this
woman and child as his own?
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